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RETRACTIVE TRANSFERS AND p-LOCAL FINITE GROUPS
KÁRI RAGNARSSON
Abstrat. In this paper we explore the possibility of dening p-loal nite groups
([6℄) in terms of transfer properties of their lassifying spaes. More preisely, we
onsider the question posed by Haynes Miller, whether an equivalent theory an be
obtained by studying triples (f, t,X), where X is a p-omplete, nilpotent spae with
nite fundamental group, f : BS → X is a map from the lassifying spae of a nite
p-group, and t is a stable retration of f satisfying Frobenius reiproity at the level
of stable homotopy. We refer to t as a retrative transfer of f and to (f, t,X) as a
retrative transfer triple over S.
In the ase where S is elementary abelian, we answer this question in the armative
by showing that a retrative transfer triple (f, t,X) over S does indeed indue a p-loal
nite group over S with X as its lassifying spae.
Using results from [25℄ we show that the onverse is true for general nite p-groups.
That is, for a p-loal nite group (S,F ,L), the natural inlusion θ : BS → X has a
retrative transfer t, making (θ, t, |L|∧
p
) a retrative transfer triple over S. This also
requires a proof, obtained jointly with Ran Levi, that |L|∧
p
is a nilpotent spae, whih
is of independent interest.
Introdution
Dened by Broto-Levi-Oliver in [6℄, p-loal nite groups are the ulmination of a
program initiated by Puig [23, 24℄ to nd a formal framework for the p-loal struture
of a nite group. To a nite group G, one assoiates a fusion system (at a prime p)
onsisting of all p-subgroups of G and the homomorphims between them indued by
onjugation in G. Puig formalized fusion systems and identied an important sublass
of fusion systems, whih we now all saturated fusion systems. Fusion systems of nite
groups are ontained in this lass, but saturated fusion systems also arise in other
important ontexts, most notably in modular representation theory through Brauer
subpairs of bloks of group algebras, and more reently as Chevalley groups of p-
ompat groups [7℄.
The fusion system of a group G an be onsidered as an algebrai interpretation
of the p-loal struture of the group. One an also take a topologial approah, and
think of the p-loal struture of G as being the p-ompleted lassifying spae BG∧p . By
Bob Oliver's solution [21, 22℄ of the Martino-Priddy onjeture [18℄, these approahes
are the same. That is, two groups indue the same fusion system if and only if their
p-ompleted lassifying spaes are homotopy equivalent. In fat the fusion system an
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be reovered from the lassifying spae via a homotopy theoreti onstrution, whih is
presented in Setion 1.3. Therefore, one an in some sense regard BG∧p as a lassifying
spae of the fusion system. This suggests that, more generally, eah saturated fusion
system may have a unique lassifying spae.
A p-loal nite group onsists of a saturated fusion system and an assoiated en-
tri linking system, a ategory whih ontains just enough information to onstrut a
lassifying spae assoiated to the fusion system. Thus one an think of a p-loal nite
group as a saturated fusion system with a hosen lassifying spae.
The denition of p-loal nite groups is rather ompliated and has the drawbak
that there is no straightforward onept of morphisms between p-loal nite groups, so
they have not yet been made to form a ategory in any sensible way. In this paper, we
adopt the approah used by Dwyer and Wilkerson for p-ompat groups [10℄, and try
to develop the theory of p-loal nite groups in terms of lassifying spaes.
Speially, we onsider a homotopy monomorphism f : BS → X from the lassifying
spae of a nite p-group S to a p-omplete, nilpotent spae X with nite fundamental
group, that is endowed with a stable retration t satisfying Frobenius reiproity at the
level of stable homotopy. We refer to suh a triple (f, t, X) as a retrative transfer triple
over S. For a retrative transfer triple (f, t, X), we ask whether X is the lassifying
spae of a p-loal nite group. This question is addressed in Setions 3 and 4, where
we answer the question in the armative in the ase where S is elementary abelian
(Theorem 2.4). Conversely we ask whether a p-loal nite group (S,F ,L) gives rise
to a Frobenius transfer triple. This is indeed the ase for any nite p-group S, as we
show in Setion 5. This involves joint work with Ran Levi where we show that the
lassifying spae of a p-loal nite group is a torsion spae and (sine its fundamental
group is a nite p-group) onsequently a nilpotent spae.
The homotopy theory of lassifying spaes of elementary abelian p-groups was in-
tensely studied in the nineties and is now well understood through ontributions by
various authors, the most important being Miller's solution of the Sullivan onjeture
[19℄ and Lannes's T -funtor tehnology [16℄. Other ontributions, that are related to the
results and methods in this paper are the work of GoerssSmith-Zarati [12℄, Harris
Kuhn [13℄, Henn [14℄, DwyerWilkerson, [9℄ and HennLannesShwartz [15℄. The
work in Setion 4 of this paper mimis the methods used by DwyerMillerWilkerson
in [8℄, replaing inlusions of maximal tori in ompat Lie groups with the inlusion of
elementary abelian p-groups in nite groups.
Aknowledgements: The majority of the work in this paper was done as part of my
Ph.D. thesis and I would like to thank my thesis advisor Haynes Miller for suggesting
this problem and for his many helpful suggestions during the ourse of this projet.
I also thank Ran Levi for his help on the material in Setion 5.1. Finally, I thank
the referee for suggesting the more elegant approah of using the methods from [8℄ in
Setion 4 to onstrut an expliit map between lassifying spaes rather than using
Wojtkowiak's obstrution theory [28, 29℄ to establish its existene as I had originally
intended.
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1. A quik review of p-loal finite groups
In this setion we give a brief overview of the theory of p-loal nite groups. Most
of this material is found in [6℄. In this setion and throughout the paper, p is a xed
prime.
1.1. Some denitions and terminology. We begin by realling some terminology
regarding p-loal nite groups.
Denition 1.1. A fusion system F over a nite p-group S is a ategory, whose objets
are the subgroups of S, and whose morphism sets HomF(P,Q) satisfy the following
onditions:
(a) HomS(P,Q) ⊆ HomF(P,Q) ⊆ Inj(P,Q) for all P,Q ≤ S.
(b) Every morphism in F fators as an isomorphism in F followed by an inlusion.
Here HomS(P,Q) is the set of group homomorphims indued by onjugation by
elements in S.
Before stating the next denition, we need to introdue some additional terminology
and notation. We say that two subgroups P, P ′ ≤ S are F-onjugate if they are
isomorphi in F . A subgroup P ≤ S is fully entralized in F if |CS(P )| ≥ |CS(P
′)|
for every P ′ ≤ S whih is F -onjugate to P . Similarly P is fully normalized in F if
|NS(P )| ≥ |NS(P
′)| for every P ′ ≤ S whih is F -onjugate to P .
Denition 1.2. A fusion system F over a p-group S is saturated if the following two
onditions hold:
(I) If P ≤ S is fully normalized in F , then P is also fully entralized, and AutS(P )
is a Sylow subgroup of AutF(P ).
(II) If P ≤ S and ϕ ∈ HomF(P, S) are suh that ϕ(P ) is fully entralized, then ϕ
extends to ϕ¯ ∈ HomF(Nϕ, S), where
Nϕ = {g ∈ NS(P ) | ϕ ◦ cg ◦ ϕ
−1 ∈ AutS(ϕ(P ))}.
There is a lass of subgroups of S of speial interest to us, dened as follows.
Denition 1.3. Let F be a fusion system over a p-group S. A subgroup P ≤ S is
F -entri if CS(P
′) ≤ P ′ for every P ′ that is F-onjugate to P . Let F c denote the full
subategory of F whose objets are the F-entri subgroups of S.
Remark 1.4. The ondition CS(P
′) ≤ P ′ in the previous denition is equivalent to
the ondition CS(P
′) = Z(P ′).
Denition 1.5. Let F be a fusion system over the p-group S. A entri linking system
assoiated to F is a ategory L whose objets are the F-entri subgroups of S, together
with a funtor
π : L → F c,
and distinguished monomorphisms P
δP−→ AutL(P ), for eah F-entri subgroup P ≤ S,
whih satisfy the following onditions.
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(A) The funtor π is the identity on objets and surjetive on morphisms. More
preisely, for eah pair of objets P,Q ∈ L, the entre Z(P ) ats freely on
MorL(P,Q) by omposition (upon identifying Z(P ) with δP (Z(P )) ≤ AutL(P )),
and π indues a bijetion
MorL(P,Q)/Z(P )
∼=
−−−→ HomF(P,Q).
(B) For eah F-entri subgroup P ≤ S and eah g ∈ P , π sends δP (g) ∈ AutL(P )
to cg ∈ AutF(P ).
(C) For eah f ∈ MorL(P,Q) and eah g ∈ P , the following square ommutes in L:
P
f
−−−→ QyδP (g) yδQ(pi(f)(g))
P
f
−−−→ Q.
We an now nally dene our objets of study.
Denition 1.6. A p-loal nite group is a triple (S,F ,L), where F is a saturated
fusion system over a nite p-group S and L is a entri linking system assoiated to F .
The lassifying spae of the p-loal nite group is the p-ompleted geometri realisation
|L|∧p .
We remark that a p-loal nite group omes equipped with a natural inlusion
θ: BS −→ |L|∧p .
One of the main questions in the theory of p-loal nite groups onerns the existene
and uniqueness of a entri linking system assoiated to a given saturated fusion system.
In Setion 3 of [6℄, Broto-Levi-Oliver have developed an obstrution theory to address
this question.
1.2. The fusion system of a group. In this setion we will disuss the fusion system
arising from a Sylow subgroup inlusion S ≤ G. This setion serves as motivation for
the disussion in the previous setion as well as being of independent interest.
Denition 1.7. Let G be a nite group. The fusion system of G is the ategory F(G),
whose objets are the p-subgroups of G and whose morphism sets are given by
HomF(G)(P,Q) = HomG(P,Q)
for all p-subgroups P,Q ≤ G.
For a p-subgroup S ≤ G, the fusion system of G over S is the full subategory
FS(G) ⊆ F(G), whose objets are the subgroups of S.
If S is a Sylow subgroup of G, then the inlusion of FS(G) in F(G) is an equivalene
of ategories, sine every p-subgroup of G is onjugate to a subgroup of S.
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Proposition 1.8. [6, Proposition 1.3℄ Let G be a nite group and let S be a p-subgroup.
Then the fusion system FS(G) of G over S is saturated if and only if S is a Sylow
subgroup.
The entri linking system of a nite group was initially introdued in [5℄ as a
powerful tool to study homotopy equivalenes between p-ompleted lassifying spaes
of nite groups. The p-entri subgroups of a nite group G are the p-subgroups
P ≤ G whose entre Z(P ) is a p-Sylow subgroup of the entraliser CG(P ). This notion
of entriity is equivalent to the one introdued in 1.3 in the sense that if S ≤ G is a
Sylow subgroup, then a subgroup P ≤ S is p-entri if and only if it is FS(G)-entri.
For the following denition, we reall that if a group P ≤ G is p-entri, then one
an write
CG(P ) = Z(P )× C
′
G(P ),
where C ′G(P ) ≤ G has order prime to p. The notation C
′
G(P ) will be used in the deni-
tion. In addition, for subgroups P,Q ≤ G, we will let NG(P,Q) denote the transporter
NG(P,Q) = {g ∈ G|gPg
−1 ≤ Q}.
Denition 1.9. Let G be a nite group. The entri linking system ofG is the ategory
L(G), whose objets are the p-entri subgroups of G and whose morphism sets are given
by
MorL(G)(P,Q) = NG(P,Q)/C
′
G(P )
for all p-subgroups P,Q ≤ G.
For a p-subgroup S ≤ G, the entri linking system of G over S is the full subategory
LS(G) ⊆ L(G) whose objets are the subgroups of S, that are p-entri in G.
In the ase of a Sylow inlusion S ≤ G, the entri linking system LS(G) is a entri
linking system assoiated to the saturated fusion system FS(G), and we have the
following proposition, whih serves as a motivating example for the denition of a
p-loal nite group.
Proposition 1.10. Let S be a Sylow subgroup of a nite group G. Then the triple
(S,FS(G),LS(G)) is a p-loal nite group over S. Furthermore, the natural map
θ: BS → |LS(G)|
∧
p
is equivalent to the p-ompleted inlusion
BS → BG∧p
as a spae under BS.
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1.3. Homotopy theoreti onstrutions of fusion systems. In this setion we
reall how a map f : BS → X , from the lassifying spae of a nite p-group S to a
spae X , indues a fusion system FS,f(X) over S. In general this fusion system is not
saturated.
The following denition is motivated by the fat that two group homomorphisms
ϕ, ψ : G→ H between nite groups are H-onjugate if and only if the indued maps of
lassifying spaes are freely homotopi.
Denition 1.11. For any spae X, any p-group S, and any map f : BS → X, dene
FS,f(X) to be the ategory whose objets are the subgroups of S, and whose morphisms
are given by
HomFS,f (P,Q) = {ϕ ∈ Inj(P,Q) | f |BP ≃ f |BQ ◦Bϕ}
for eah P,Q ≤ S.
It is easy to see that FS,f is indeed a fusion system, although it need not be saturated.
In the ase where FS,f is saturated however, one an get a andidate L
c
S,θ(|L|
∧
p ) for an
assoiated entri linking system by retaining information about the homotopies giving
the equivalene f |BP ≃ f |BQ ◦Bϕ in the denition above. See [6℄ for details.
Theorem 1.12. [6, Theorems 7.4,7.5℄ For a p-loal nite group (S,F ,L), the
fusion system FS,θ(|L|
∧
p ) is saturated and LS,θ(|L|
∧
p ) is a entri linking system
assoiated to FS,θ(|L|
∧
p ). Furthermore, the p-loal nite groups (S,F ,L) and
(S,FS,θ(|L|
∧
p ),L
c
S,θ(|L|
∧
p )) are isomorphi.
1.4. p-loal nite groups over abelian groups. We onlude this review by las-
sifying the p-loal nite groups over an abelian p-group S. The resulting lassiation
shows that the strit equivalene lasses of p-loal nite groups over S are in a bije-
tive orrespondene with the subgroups W ≤ Aut(S) of order prime to p, under the
assignment
W 7→ (S,FS(W ⋉ S),LS(W ⋉ S)),
where W ⋉ S is the semi-diret produt. Here we say that two p-loal nite groups
are stritly equivalent if they have the same fusion system and their linking systems
are isomorphi. In partiular, there are no exoti p-loal nite groups over abelian
p-groups.
We begin with the following lemma whih desribes preisely how the onditions in
denition 1.2 are simplied under the assumption that S is abelian. As this result
is obvious to the experiened reader and proving it straight from the denition is an
exellent exerise for those new to p-loal nite groups, the proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 1.13. Let F be a fusion system over a nite abelian p-group S. Then F is
saturated if and only if the following two onditions are satised:
(Iab) AutF(S) has order prime to p.
(IIab) Every ϕ ∈ HomF (P,Q) is the restrition of some ϕ˜ ∈ AutF (S).
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The following proposition follows easily.
Proposition 1.14. If S is an abelian nite p-group, then the assignment
W 7→ FS(W ⋉ S) gives a bijetive orrespondene between subgroups W ≤ Aut(S) of
order prime to p and saturated fusion systems over S.
Being the fusion system of a group, the fusion system FS(W ⋉ S) has an obvious
assoiated entri linking system LcS(W ⋉S). This is in fat the only assoiated entri
linking system and we have the following lassiation result.
Proposition 1.15. If S is an abelian nite p-group, then the assignment
W 7→ (S,F(W ⋉ S),LcS(W ⋉ S))
gives a bijetive orrespondene between subgroups W ≤ Aut(S) of order prime to p
and strit equivalene lasses of p-loal nite groups over S. In partiular, there are
no exoti p-loal nite groups over S.
Proof. When S is abelian, there are no proper entri subgroups. Therefore the ob-
strution to uniqueness of entri linking systems ([6, Setion 3℄) simplies to the
ohomology group H2(W ;S). Now use a transfer argument to show that H∗(W ;S)
vanishes for ∗ > 0. 
2. Retrative transfer triples
In this setion we introdue retrative transfer triples. First we make preise the
setting we are working in. Cohomology will always be taken to be with Fp-oeients
unless otherwise speied. The following denition is a homotopy generalization of
group monomorphisms.
Denition 2.1. A map f : Y → X between two topologial spaes is a homotopy
monomorphism at p if its indued map in ohomology makes H∗(Y ) a nitely gen-
erated H∗(X)-module. In the speial ase where Y = BP is the lassifying spae of a
nite p-group, we say that f is a p-subgroup inlusion.
The analogy with group monomorphisms is that a group homomorphism ϕ: P → G
from a nite p-group P to a nite group G is a monomorphism if and only Bϕ is
a homotopy monomorphism at p. There are other denitions of homotopy monomor-
phisms in the literature, but these are equivalent in the setting in whih we are working.
Sine the nite generation hypothesis is the only one we need, we avoid ompliation
by onsidering only this denition. As the prime p is xed throughout we will refer to
these onepts simply as homotopy monomorphism and subgroup inlusion.
We will demand some additional struture on our subgroup inlusions, namely that
they allow a transfer with properties similar to that of the transfer of a Sylow subgroup
inlusion.
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Denition 2.2. Let f : Y → X be a map of spaes. A retrative transfer of f is a
stable map t : Σ∞+X → Σ
∞
+ Y suh that Σ
∞
+ f ◦ t ≃ idΣ∞+ X , and the following diagram
ommutes up to homotopy
Σ∞+X
∆
−−−→ Σ∞+X ∧ Σ
∞
+Xyt y1∧t
Σ∞+ Y
(f∧1)◦∆
−−−−−→ Σ∞+X ∧ Σ
∞
+ Y.
(1)
The objets that will be the fous of our attention are dened as follows.
Denition 2.3. A retrative transfer triple over a nite p-group S is a triple (f, t, X),
where X is a onneted, p-omplete, nilpotent spae with nite fundamental group, f
is a subgroup inlusion BS → X and t is a retrative transfer of f .
Sine the spae X in the above denition is p-omplete with nite fundamental
group, it follows that π1(X) is a nite p-group [10℄.
For a retrative transfer triple (f, t, X) over a nite p-group S, we ask the following
questions:
• Is the fusion system FS,f(X) saturated?
• If so, does there exist an assoiated entri linking system L? Is it unique?
• If an assoiated entri linking system exists, then what is the relation between
the lassifying spae |L|∧p and X? Are they equivalent as objets under BS?
In the ourse of the following setions we will answer these questions armatively
in the ase when S is an elementary abelian p-group, proving the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let (f, t, X) be a retrative transfer triple over be a nite elementary
abelian p-group V , and put
W := AutFV,f (X)(V ) = {ϕ ∈ Aut(V ) | f ◦ ϕ ≃ f}
Then the following hold
(i) W has order prime to p.
(ii) FV,f(X) is equal to the saturated fusion system FV (W ⋉ V )
(iii) FV,f(X) has an assoiated entri linking system, whih is unique up to iso-
morphism, with lassifying spae B(W ⋉ V )∧p .
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(iv) There is a homotopy equivalene h : B(W ⋉ V )∧p
≃
−→ X making the following dia-
gram ommute up to pointed homotopy.
B(W ⋉ V )∧p
h≃

BV
Bi
88rrrrrrrrrr
f
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
X.
Thus the triple (f, t, X) indues a p-loal nite group (V,FV,f(X),L
c
V,f(X
∧
p )) over V
with lassifying spae X.
Proof. The proof is by forward referening. Lannes's theorem [16℄ shows that W is the
group of automorphisms of V that at trivially on H∗(X) when regarded as a subring
of H∗(BV ) under f ∗. By Proposition 3.11, W has order prime to p, proving Part (i).
By Corollary 3.12, X has the ohomology type of B(W ⋉V ) as objets under BV . By
Proposition 4.1 there is a map B(W ⋉ V )→ X realizing that ohomology isomorphism
and making the unompleted version of the diagram in Part (iv) ommute up to pointed
homotopy. This map beomes a homotopy equivalene upon p-ompletion, proving Part
(iv). Part (ii) follows diretly from Parts (i) and (iv), and Part (iii) then follows from
1.15. 
3. Cohomology type of retrative transfer triples
In this setion we disuss the ohomologial struture of a retrative transfer triple
(f, t, X) over a nite p-group S. We rst disuss general properties in 3.1. We then
speialize to the ase where S is elementary abelian in 3.2 and show that in this ase
H∗(X) is a ring of invariants of H∗(BS) under the ation of a group of order prime to
p.
3.1. The general ase. Applying the ohomology funtor H∗(−;Fp) to (1) we get
maps
H∗(X)
f∗
−→ H∗(BS)
t∗
−→ H∗(X)
with the following properties:
CohI t∗ ◦ f ∗ = id.
CohII t∗ is H∗(X)-linear (Frobenius reiproity).
CohIII t∗ is a morphism of unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra.
CohIV f ∗ is a morphism of unstable algebras over the Steenrod algebra.
Hene H∗(X) is a diret summand of H∗(BS) as a H∗(X)-module and as a module
over the Steenrod algebra. CohI allows us to regard H∗(X) as a subring of H∗(BS)
and we will often do so without further omment.
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These properties are quite restritive and the question of whih unstable sub-
algebras R∗ ⊂ H∗(BS) over the Steenrod algebra admit a splitting H∗(BS)→ R∗ as
R∗-modules and unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra is interesting in itself.
However, we fous our attention on p-loal nite groups.
The following niteness properties of retrative transfer triples will be needed later.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a nite p-group and (f, t, X) be a Frobenius transfer triple over
S. Then H∗(X) is Noetherian and in partiular X is of nite Fp-type.
Proof. By [10, Lemma 2.6℄, this follows from CohI, CohII and the lassial result that
H∗(BS) is Noetherian [11, 27℄. 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a nite p-group and (f, t, X) be a Frobenius transfer triple over
S. Then X is of Z(p)-nite type.
Proof. By the universal oeient theorem, it sues to show that X is of nite Fp-
type and of nite Q-type. The former is Lemma 3.1 above. The latter is dedued
in a similar way: By a transfer argument, BS has trivial Q-ohomology. As in the
Fp-oeient ase, H
∗(X ;Q) is a diret summand of H∗(BS;Q). Hene X also has
trivial Q-ohomology and we are done. 
3.2. The elementary abelian ase. In this subsetion, we restrit ourselves to the
ase where S is an elementary abelian nite p-group V . In this ase, we use a theorem
of Goerss-Smith-Zarati [12℄, based on the elebrated work of Adams-Wilkerson [2℄, to
prove that if (f, t, X) is a retrative transfer triple over V , then H∗(X) is a ring of
invariants H∗(BV )W for a subgroup W ≤ Aut(V ) of order prime to p. Furthermore
we show that the group W may be taken to be the group of automorphisms of V that
at trivially on H∗(X). We onsider only the ase of an odd prime. The results still
hold true at the prime 2 and the proofs proeed in more or less the same way, but are
simpler at times. As pointed out to the author by Nik Kuhn, these results an also
be obtained, possibly more diretly, as a onsequene of [15℄.
In [2℄, Adams and Wilkerson study the following ategory.
Denition 3.3. Let AW be the ategory of evenly graded unstable algebras R over the
Steenrod algebra, that are integral domains.
They also make preise the notions of algebrai extension and algebrai losure
in this setting and prove the following.
Proposition 3.4. [2, Proposition 1.5℄ Every objet R in AW has an algebrai losure
H in AW. If R has nite transendene degree, then so does H.
Theorem 3.5. [2, Theorem 1.6℄ The objets H in AW, that are algebraially losed
and of nite transendene degree are preisely the polynomial algebras Fp[x1, . . . , xn]
on generators xi of degree 2.
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Furthermore, in [2, Theorem 1.2℄ they show that an algebra in R of nite transen-
dene degree is a ring of invariants in its algebrai losure if and only if it satises two
onditions, whih an be interpreted as an integral losure ondition and an insepa-
rable losure ondition. Based on that work, Goerss-Smith-Zarati identied suient
onditions for an unstable algebra over the Steenrod algebra to be a ring of invariants.
Before stating their result we need some preparation.
Let A denote the mod p Steenrod algebra and let A′ be the subalgebra generated
by the power operations P i, i ≥ 0. Then we have a splitting of A′-modules
A = A′ ⊕A′′,
where A′′ is the Fp-vetor subspae of A generated by admissible sequenes involving
the Bokstein operation. Let U denote the ategory of unstable A-modules and K
denote the ategory of unstable A-algebras. In both ases morphisms are of degree
zero. Let U ′ and K′ denote the orresponding full subategories whose objets are
evenly graded.
By [17℄, the forgetful funtor θ: U ′ → U has a right adjoint θ˜ : U → U ′, whih sends
an unstable A-module M to the submodule of elements x of even degree satisfying
α(x) = 0 for all α ∈ A′′, and morphisms to restritions to these submodules. For un-
stable A-algebras the same onstrution gives a right adjoint θ˜ : K → K′ to the forgetful
funtor θ: K′ → K, and we have a ommutative diagram of funtors
K′
θ
−−−→ K
θ˜
−−−→ K′y y y
U ′
θ
−−−→ U
θ˜
−−−→ U ′,
where the vertial funtors are forgetful funtors. As a onsequene we obtain the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Properties CohI to CohIV are preserved by θ˜.
Proof. This is mostly self-evident. The funtor diagram is only needed to make sense
of CohII. 
We need to reall some things about redued U-injetives.
Denition 3.7. An A-module M is a redued U-injetive if it is an injetive objet
in the ategory U , and
HomU(ΣN,M) = 0,
for every A-module N , where Σ denotes the suspension funtor. An unstable A-algebra
R is a redued U-injetive if it is a redued U-injetive when regarded as an A-module.
For an elementary abelian p-group V , the ohomology ring H∗(BV ) is a redued
U-injetive by [17℄. If (f, t, X) is a retrative transfer triple over V , then H∗(X) is
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a diret summand of H∗(BV ) as A-modules, and hene H∗(X) is also a redued U-
injetive. This allows us to apply the following theorem to show that H∗(X) is a ring
of invariants in H∗(BV ).
Theorem 3.8. [12, Theorem 1.3℄ Let R be an unstable A-algebra that is a redued
U-injetive satisfying
(i) θ˜R is a Noetherian integral domain.
(ii) θ˜R is integrally losed in its eld of frations.
Then there exists an integer n and a subgroup W ≤ GL(n,Z/p) suh that R is iso-
morphi to the ring of invariants H∗(B(Z/p)n;Fp)
W
. Furthermore, W has order prime
to p.
Remark 3.9. Looking losely at the proof of the theorem in [12℄ and the tools from [2℄
used therein, one sees that θ˜H∗(B(Z/p)n;Fp) is in fat the algebrai losure of θ˜R
∗
in
AW andW is the group of automorphisms of (Z/p)n ating trivially on R. The point is
that, in their proof, Goerss-Smith-Zarati apply Theorem 1.2 of [2℄, whih, as mentioned
above, really gives neessary and suient onditions for when the embedding of an
algebra of nite transendene degree into its algebrai losure in AW is a Galois
extension. This is made lear in the introdution of [2℄ although the authors hose to
make the statement of the theorem less tehnial.
The following tehnial result is needed.
Lemma 3.10. Let R and H be unstable A-algebras that are redued U-injetives and
suppose f : R→ H is a morphism of A-algebras making H nitely generated over R.
Then θ˜f makes θ˜H nitely generated over θ˜R.
Proof. Reall from [12℄ that there are unique A′-algebra homomorphisms
πR : R→ θ˜R and πH : H → θ˜H
suh that
πR ◦ iR = idθ˜R and πH ◦ iH = idθ˜H ,
where
iR : θ˜R → R and iH : θ˜H → H
denote the natural inlusions. (Stritly speaking this is an abuse of notation and we
should replae θ˜H and θ˜R by θθ˜H and θθ˜R, respetively.)
Now, suppose {h1, . . . , hn} is a set of generators for H over R. Let h ∈ θ˜H . Then
we an write
iH(h) =
n∑
j=1
f(rj)hj,
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for some rj ∈ R Consequently,
h = πH ◦ iH(h) = πH
(
n∑
j=1
f(rj)hj
)
=
n∑
j=1
πH(f(rj))πH(hj).
Therefore, if we an show that πH ◦ f = θ˜f ◦ πR, then we an dedue that
{πH(h1), . . . , πH(hn)} is a set of generators for θ˜H over θ˜R and we are done.
To prove this we rst observe that by [12, Corollary 3.3(i)℄ there is a unique morphism
of unstable A-algebras g : R→ H suh that
πH ◦ g = θ˜f ◦ πR.
Next we note that by onstrution of θ˜ we have
iH ◦ θ˜g = g ◦ iR,
from whih it follows that
θ˜g = πH ◦ iH ◦ θ˜g = πH ◦ g ◦ iR = θ˜f ◦ πR ◦ iR = θ˜f.
But by [12, Corollary 3.3(ii)℄ the map
θ˜ : HomK(R,H) −→ HomK′(θ˜R, θ˜H)
is a bijetion, so g = f , and hene
πH ◦ f = πH ◦ g = θ˜f ◦ πR.

Proposition 3.11. Let (f, t, X) be a retrative transfer triple over a nite elementary
abelian p-group V , and let W ≤ Aut(V ) be the subgroup of automorphisms of V ating
trivially on f ∗(H∗(X)). The map indued by f in ohomology is a split monomorphism
f ∗ : H∗(X) →֒ H∗(BV )
with image the ring of invariants H∗(BV )W . Furthermore, W has order prime to p.
Proof. We already know that f ∗ is a split monomorphism. Let us show that H∗(X)
satises the onditions of Theorem 3.8 above. By the remark after Denition 3.7,
H∗(X) is a redued U-injetive. By [17, 30℄ we have
θ˜H∗(BV ) ∼= Fp[x1, . . . , xn], (2)
where n is the rank of V . In partiular, θ˜H∗(BV ) is a Noetherian integral domain. A
similar argument to the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that θ˜H∗(X) is also a Noetherian
integral domain. It remains only to show that θ˜H∗(X) is integrally losed in its eld
of frations.
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For this we rst reall from [2℄, that θ˜H∗(BV ) is integrally losed in its eld of
frations. Now, let x be in the eld of frations of θ˜H∗(X) and suppose that x is integral
over θ˜H∗(X). Write x = a/b, with a, b ∈ θ˜H∗(X). Then θ˜f ∗(x) = θ˜f ∗(a)/θ˜f ∗(b) is
also integral over θ˜H∗(BV ), and sine θ˜H∗(BV ) is integrally losed, this implies that
θ˜f ∗(x) ∈ θ˜H∗(BV ). We now have the equation θ˜f ∗(a) = θ˜f ∗(b)θ˜f ∗(x) in θ˜H∗(BV ).
Applying θ˜t∗ and using θ˜H∗(X)-linearity (CohII), we get:
a = θ˜t∗(θ˜f ∗(a)) = θ˜t∗(θ˜f ∗(b)θ˜f ∗(x)) = b · θ˜t∗(θ˜f ∗(x)).
Sine θ˜H∗(BV ) is an integral domain, this implies that
x = a/b = θ˜t∗(θ˜f ∗(x)) ∈ θ˜H∗(X).
Before applying Theorem 3.8, we note that sine H∗(BV ) is nitely generated over
H∗(X), Lemma 3.10 applies to show that θ˜H∗(BV ) is nitely generated over θ˜H∗(X),
and hene θ˜H∗(BV ) is an algebrai extension of θ˜H∗(X). Sine θ˜H∗(BV ) is alge-
braially losed in AW, we onlude that θ˜H∗(BV ) is the algebrai losure of θ˜H∗(X)
in AW.
Applying Theorem 3.8 along with Remark 3.9 and the observation in the preeding
paragraph now ompletes the proof. 
As an immediate orollary, a retrative transfer triple over an elementary abelian
p-group V has the ohomology type of a p-loal nite group over V .
Corollary 3.12. Let (f, t, X), V and W be as in the previous proposition. Let G be
the semi-diret produt G := W ⋉ V , and let i be the inlusion i : V →֒ G. There is an
isomorphism of unstable A-algebras
h∗ : H∗(X)
∼=
−→ H∗(BG)
making the following diagram ommute
H∗(X)
&&
f∗
&&M
MM
MM
MM
MM
M
h∗∼=

H∗(BV )
H∗(BG)
88
Bi∗
88qqqqqqqqqq
.
Proof. By a well known transfer argument, Bi∗ is a split monomorphism with image
H∗(BV )W . A H∗(BV )W -linear splitting map is given by
1
|W |
tr∗V , where trV is the
transfer assoiated to the |W |-fold overing map Bi. For the map h∗ one an take the
omposite
1
|W |
tr∗V ◦ f
∗
. 
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4. Homotopy type of retrative transfer triples
Having identied the ohomology type of a retrative transfer triple over an elemen-
tary abelian p-group V as that of a p-loal nite group over V in the preeding setion,
in this setion we arry that result over to homotopy. More preisely, we onstrut a
map of spaes realizing the map h∗ of Corollary 3.12. We follow the approah taken by
DwyerMillerWilkerson in [8℄, using Lannes tehnology [16℄ to pass from ohomology
to homotopy.
Throughout this setion, let (f, t, X) be a xed retrative transfer triple over an
elementary abelian group V , and let W be the group of automorphisms of V ating
trivially on f ∗H∗(X) ⊆ H∗(BV ). Reall from Proposition 3.11 thatW has order prime
to p. Let G := W ⋉ V be the semi-diret produt, and let i : V →֒ G be the inlusion.
Proposition 4.1. There exists a map h : BG→ X making the following diagram om-
mute up to pointed homotopy
BG
h

BV
Bi
<<xxxxxxxx
f
""F
FF
FF
FF
F
X.
The rest of this setion is dediated to onstruting the map h.
Replae BV
f
−→ X with a homotopy equivalent bration BV
f˜
−→ X . This an be done
in suh a way (by just using the standard onstrution) that there is a homotopy
equivalene s : BV → BV suh that f = f˜ ◦ s and a (abusively denoted) homotopy
inverse s−1 : BV → BV suh that s−1 ◦ s = idBV and s ◦ s
−1 ≃ idBV .
We have a bration
Map(BV, BV)f˜
f˜◦−
−−→ Map(BV, X)f˜ ,
where Map(BV, X)f˜ is the onneted omponent of Map(BV, X) ontaining f˜ and
Map(BV, BV)f˜ is the subspae of Map(BV, BV) onsisting of those omponents that
map to Map(BV, X)f˜ . We denote the bre over f˜ by W. This is the spae of selfmaps
g of BV suh that f˜ ◦ g = f˜ . Suh a map g is neessarily a homotopy equivalene sine
f˜ is a homotopy monomorphism.
The next lemma an be interpreted as saying that BV
f
−→ X is entri.
Lemma 4.2. For g ∈ W, the map
Map(BV, BV)g
f˜◦−
−−→ Map(BV, X)f˜ (3)
is a homotopy equivalene.
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Proof. The map in question is adjoint to the bottom row of the ommutative diagram
Map(BV,BV )id ×BV
ev //
(g∗◦cs)×s≃

BV
g◦s≃

Bi //
f
!!C
CC
CC
CC
CC
BG
Map(BV, BV)g × BV
ev // BV
f˜
// X,
where cs is the map sending a selfmap u ∈ Map(BV,BV )id to its onjugate
s ◦ u ◦ s−1 ∈ Map(BV, BV)id, and g∗ is omposition with g. Applying the ohomo-
logy funtor we obtain the ommutative diagram
H∗(X)
f˜∗
//
h∗∼=

f∗
&&L
LL
LL
LL
LL
L
H∗(BV)
(g◦s)∗∼=

ev∗ // H∗(Map(BV, BV)g)⊗H
∗(BV)
(g∗◦cs)∗⊗s∗∼=

H∗(BG)
Bi∗ // H∗(BV )
ev∗ // H∗(Map(BV,BV )id)⊗H
∗(BV ),
where h∗ is the isomorphism from Corollary 3.12. Taking adjoints and restriting to
omponents we obtain the ommutative diagram
T V
f˜
(H∗(X))
TVg (f˜
∗)
//
η∼=

T Vg (H
∗(BV))
η∼=

λg
// H∗(Map(BV, BV)g)
(g∗◦cs)∗∼=

T Vf (H
∗(X))
TVg◦s(f˜
∗)
//
TV
Bi
(h∗)∼=

TV
id
(f∗)
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
M
T Vg◦s(H
∗(BV))
TV
id
((g◦s)∗)∼=

T VBi(H
∗(BG))
TV
id
(Bi∗)
// T Vid (H
∗(BV ))
λid // H∗(Map(BV,BV )id),
(4)
where the Lannes funtors T V and T V are the left adjoints to the funtors −⊗H∗(BV )
and − ⊗H∗(BV), respetively, and η is the natural isomorphism of funtors indued
by the isomorphism s∗. The subsript notation T V
f˜
denotes the omponent of T V
orresponding to the map f˜ ∗, and the maps λid and λg are appropriate restritions of
the adjoint to the evaluation map. The reader is referred to Setion 3 of [8℄ for further
explanation of the notation, to [26℄ for a good exposition on Lannes funtor tehnology
and to [16℄ for original paper by Lannes.
By Lannes's omparison theorem, [16, Theorem 3.3.2℄, the map (3) is a homotopy
equivalene if and only if the omposite of the top row in (4) is an isomorphism. (We
have used the fat that the spaes X and Map(BV, BV)g ≃ BV are already p-omplete
here.) The proof is ompleted by realling from [16℄ that the maps in the bottom row
are both isomorphisms. 
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The next proposition orresponds to Theorem 2.9 of [8℄.
Proposition 4.3. The spae W is homotopy disrete, and the ohomology funtor
indues a natural monomorphism
H∗(−) : π0W −→ AutK(H
∗(BV))
with image W under the identiation
AutK(H
∗(BV))
∼=
−→ AutK(H
∗(BV )) ∼= Aut(V )
indued by s : BV
≃
−→ BV.
Proof. The rst laim follows from Lemma 4.2. Also from Lemma 4.2 and the long
exat sequene in homotopy indued by the bre sequene
W
incl
−−−→ Map(BV, BV)f˜
f˜◦−
−−−→ Map(BV, X)f˜
we dedue that the map
π0W
incl
−−−→ π0Map(BV, BV)f˜
is a bijetion. In the ommutative diagram
[BV, BV]
f˜◦−
//
H∗(−)

[BV, X ]
H∗(−)

AutK(H
∗(BV))
−◦f˜∗
// HomK(H
∗(X), H∗(BV))
the left vertial arrow is an isomorphism by Miller's theorem [20℄ and the right vertial
arrow is an isomorphism by Lannes's theorem [16℄. Consequently a map g : BV → BV
belongs to Map(BV, BV)f˜ if and only if g
∗ ◦ f˜ ∗ = f˜ ∗ in ohomology, or equivalently, if
and only if g∗ ∈ W (under the identiation above). 
Observing that W is a grouplike topologial monoid, we have a ontratible CW-
omplex EW on whih W ats freely, whih allows us to form the lassifying spae
BW = EW/W and the Borel onstrution EW ×W BV. By onstrution f˜ indues a
map h˜ : EW ×W BV → X tting into a ommutative diagram
EW ×W BV
h˜

BV
Bι
88qqqqqqqqqqq
f
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
X,
where Bι is the obvious map. Proposition 4.3 implies that EW ×W BV is homo-
topy equivalent to BG. Using the fat that these are lassifying spaes of nite
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groups, one sees that this homotopy equivalene an in fat be realized by a map
k : BG→ EW ×W BV making the top retangle in the following diagram ommute up
to pointed homotopy
BV
Bi //
s≃

BG
k≃

BV
Bι //
f˜
))SS
SS
SS
SSS
SS
SS
SS
SSS
EW ×W BV
h˜

X.
Sine f˜ ◦ s = f , the omposite h˜ ◦ k gives the desired map h in Proposition 4.1.
5. p-loal finite groups indue retrative transfer triples
In Setion 2 the notion of a retrative transfer triple over a nite p-group S was
introdued and in Setions 3 and 4 it was shown that, in the ase where S is elementary
abelian, suh a triple indues a p-loal nite group. In this setion we onsider the
reverse impliation and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let (S,F ,L) be a p-loal nite group. Then the natural inlusion
θ: BS → |L|∧p has a retrative transfer t, and (θ, t, |L|
∧
p ) is a retrative transfer triple.
There are two parts to the proof. In Subsetion 5.1, whih is joint work with Ran
Levi, we show that |L|∧p and the inlusion θ: BS → |L|
∧
p of the Sylow subgroup satisfy
the tehnial onditions of a retrative transfer triple. Most notably we show that the
lassifying spae of a p-loal nite group is both a torsion spae and a nilpotent spae,
a result whih is of independent interest.
In Subsetion 5.2 we apply results from [25℄ to obtain a stable retration t of the
inlusion θ: BS → |L|∧p , and show that it satises Frobenius reiproity. These results
ombine to omplete the proof of Theorem 5.1
5.1. Tehnial onditions. Let (S,F ,L) be a p-loal nite group. In this subsetion,
whih is joint work with Ran Levi, we verify that the spae |L|∧p and the natural map
θ: BS → |L|∧p
satisfy the tehnial onditions of retrative transfer triples. It has already been shown
in [6℄ that |L|∧p is p-omplete, that the fundamental group of |L|
∧
p is nite and that θ
is a homotopy monomorphism. We proeed to show that |L|∧p is nilpotent.
Lemma 5.2. For a p-loal nite group (S,F ,L), the groups Hk(|L|∧p ;Z) and
Hk(|L|
∧
p ;Z) are nite p-groups for all k ≥ 1.
Proof. As is shown in [6℄, |L|∧p is a stable retrat of BS. In partiular H
∗(|L|∧p ;Z)
is a subring of H∗(BS;Z). Sine Hk(BS;Z) is a nite p-group for k ≥ 1 (a transfer
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argument shows that Hk(BS;Z) is p-torsion and nite generation is evident from the
ell struture of BS,) it follows that Hk(|L|∧p ;Z) is a nite p-group for k ≥ 1.
The same argument works in homology. 
Proposition 5.3. For a p-loal nite group (S,F ,L), the homotopy groups πk(|L|
∧
p )
are nite p-groups for all k ≥ 1. In partiular, |L|∧p is a torsion spae.
Proof. We rst redue to the ase where |L|∧p is simply onneted. It is shown in [6℄
that π1(X) is a nite p-group. Letting X˜ be a universal over of |L|
∧
p , it therefore
sues to show that the homotopy groups of X˜ are all nite p-groups. But it is shown
in [4℄ that X˜ is again the lassifying spae of a p-loal nite group, so we an redue
to the simply onneted ase.
Assume therefore that |L|∧p is simply onneted. By Lemma 5.2, Hk(|L|
∧
p ;Z) is a
nite p-group for all k ≥ 1. Sine |L|∧p is simply onneted, we an apply the Hurewiz
theorem modulo the lass of nite abelian p-groups, and dedue that the homotopy
groups of |L|∧p are all nite p-groups. 
Corollary 5.4. The lassifying spae of a p-loal nite group is nilpotent.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.3, the fat that any nite p-group is nilpotent
and the fat that the ation of any nite p-group on a nite abelian p-group is nilpotent.

5.2. The retrative transfer of a p-loal nite group. In this subsetion we show
that the natural inlusion of a Sylow subgroup into the lassifying spae of a p-loal
nite group has a retrative transfer. We use results from [25℄, whih were atually
originally developed for this purpose but have turned out to be perhaps more interesting
than their intended goal, and are therefore published separately.
Remark 5.5. There is a slight dierene between the spetra appearing in this paper
and the ones appearing in [25℄. The dierene arises beause here we add a basepoint to
our spaes before forming suspension spetra. The eet at the level of stable homotopy
is to add a sphere wedge summand to all spetra in sight. It is easy to hek that all
the results quoted from [25℄ arry over in the form stated in this setion.
Let (S,F ,L) be a p-loal nite group, and let ω˜ be the idempotent of Σ∞+BS indued
by the harateristi idempotent of F , as dened in [25℄. We refer to ω˜ as the pointed
stable idempotent of F . It has the following properties, whih determine ω˜ uniquely:
(a) ω˜ is a Z∧p -linear ombination of homotopy lasses of maps of the form
Σ∞+Bϕ ◦ trP , where P is a nontrivial subgroup of S, ϕ ∈ HomF(P, S) and trP
denotes the transfer of the inlusion P ≤ S.
(b) For eah subgroup P ≤ S and eah ϕ ∈ HomF(P, S), the restritions ω˜ ◦ Σ
∞
+BiP
and ω˜ ◦ Σ∞+Bϕ are homotopi as maps Σ
∞
+BP → Σ
∞
+BS.
() ω˜ has augmentation 1.
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The augmentation in Property () orresponds to an augmentation of the double Burn-
side ring. As Property () is not used in this paper, the reader is referred to [25℄ for
the details. We refer to Property (b) as F-stability.
The pointed lassifying spetrum of F is the stable summand B+F of Σ
∞
+BS indued
by ω˜. This is the innite mapping telesope of ω˜:
B+F = HoColim
(
Σ∞+BS
ω˜
−→ Σ∞+BS
ω˜
−→ Σ∞+BS
ω˜
−→ · · ·
)
,
and as suh it omes equipped with a pointed struture map, Σ∞+BS
σ
−→ B+F , whih
is the struture map of the homotopy olimit, and a unique (up to homotopy) map
B+F
t
−→ Σ∞+BS suh that σ ◦ t ≃ idB+F and t ◦ σ ≃ ω˜.
Just as in [25℄, one an show that the pointed struture map Σ∞+BS
σ
−→ B+F is equi-
valent to the innite pointed suspension Σ∞+BS
Σ∞
+
θ
−−→ Σ∞+ |L|
∧
p of the natural inlusion
BS
θ
−→ |L|∧p , as objets under Σ
∞
+BS. We may therefore replae Σ
∞
+BS
σ
−→ B+F by
Σ∞+BS
Σ∞
+
θ
−−→ Σ∞+ |L|
∧
p in the disussion above, and obtain a unique (up to homotopy)
map
t : Σ∞+ |L|
∧
p −→ Σ
∞
+BS,
suh that
Σ∞+ θ ◦ t ≃ idΣ∞+ |L|∧p and t ◦ Σ
∞
+ θ = ω˜.
We proeed to show that t satises the Frobenius reiproity relation illustrated in (1)
and thus t is a retrative transfer for θ.
Proposition 5.6. The idempotent ω˜ satises the Frobenius reiproity relation
(ω˜ ∧ ω˜) ◦∆ ≃ (ω˜ ∧ 1) ◦∆ ◦ ω˜,
where ∆: Σ∞+BS → Σ
∞
+BS ∧ Σ
∞
+BS is the image of the diagonal of BS under the
innite suspension funtor Σ∞+ .
Proof. Reall that we an write ω˜ as a linear ombination with Z∧p -oeients of
maps Σ∞+Bϕ ◦ trP ∈ {BS+, BS+}, where P ≤ S and ϕ ∈ HomF (P, S). For suh a map
Σ∞+Bϕ ◦ trP we have, by F -stability of ω˜,
ω˜ ◦ Σ∞+Bϕ ≃ ω˜ ◦ Σ
∞
+BiP , (5)
where iP is the inlusion P ≤ S. We will take advantage of this and the fat [1℄ that
the transfer trP of the inlusion iP satises the Frobenius relation
(1 ∧ trP ) ◦∆S ≃ (Σ
∞
+BiP ∧ 1) ◦∆P ◦ trP , (6)
where ∆P and ∆S are the diagonals of Σ
∞
+BP and Σ
∞
+BS respetively. We will also
use the fat that, sine Σ∞+Bϕ has a desuspension, it ommutes with the diagonals as
follows
∆S ◦ Σ
∞
+Bϕ ≃ (Σ
∞
+Bϕ ∧ Σ
∞
+Bϕ) ◦∆P . (7)
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Now,
(ω˜ ∧ 1) ◦∆S ◦ Σ
∞
+Bϕ ◦ trP
(7)
≃ (ω˜ ∧ 1) ◦ (Σ∞+Bϕ ∧ Σ
∞
+Bϕ) ◦∆P ◦ trP
≃ ((ω˜ ◦ Σ∞+Bϕ) ∧ Σ
∞
+Bϕ) ◦∆P ◦ trP
(5)
≃ ((ω˜ ◦ Σ∞+BiP ) ∧ Σ
∞
+Bϕ) ◦∆P ◦ trP
≃ (ω˜ ∧ Σ∞+Bϕ) ◦ (Σ
∞
+BiP ∧ 1) ◦∆P ◦ trP
(6)
≃ (ω˜ ∧ Σ∞+Bϕ) ◦ (1 ∧ trP ) ◦∆S
≃ (ω˜ ∧ (Σ∞+Bϕ ◦ trP )) ◦∆S.
By summing over the dierent Σ∞+Bϕ ◦ trP , we get the desired result. 
Corollary 5.7. Let (S,F ,L) be a p-loal nite group and let t: Σ∞+ |L|
∧
p → Σ
∞
+BS be
as onstruted above. Then t is a retrative transfer of the inlusion θ: BS −→ |L|∧p .
Proof. We dedue the Frobenius reiproity relation
(1 ∧ t) ◦∆|L|∧p ≃ (Σ
∞
+ θ ∧ 1) ◦∆S ◦ t
from
(ω˜ ∧ ω˜) ◦∆S ≃ (ω˜ ∧ 1) ◦∆S ◦ ω˜ (8)
as follows. Applying (Σ∞+ θ ∧ 1) ◦ − ◦ t to the left hand side of (8) and rewriting, we
get
(Σ∞+ θ ∧ 1) ◦ (ω˜ ∧ ω˜) ◦∆S ◦ t ≃ (Σ
∞
+ θ ∧ 1) ◦ ((t ◦ Σ
∞
+ θ) ∧ (t ◦ Σ
∞
+ θ)) ◦∆S ◦ t
≃ ((Σ∞+ θ ◦ t) ∧ t) ◦ (Σ
∞
+ θ ∧ Σ
∞
+ θ) ◦∆S ◦ t
≃ (1 ∧ t) ◦∆|L|∧p ◦ Σ
∞
+ θ ◦ t
≃ (1 ∧ t) ◦∆|L|∧p .
Doing the same with the right hand side yields
(Σ∞+ θ ∧ 1) ◦ (ω˜ ∧ 1) ◦∆S ◦ ω˜ ◦ t ≃ ((Σ
∞
+ θ ◦ t ◦ Σ
∞
+ θ) ∧ 1) ◦∆S ◦ (t ◦ Σ
∞
+ θ ◦ t)
≃ (Σ∞+ θ ∧ 1) ◦∆S ◦ t.
Colleting these equivalenes, we have
(1 ∧ t) ◦∆|L|∧p ≃ (Σ
∞
+ θ ∧ 1) ◦∆S ◦ t.

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